
POLAND 

 
1. Please enter the name and address of your school/university 

Name: - Warsaw University of Technology 

Address: - Koszykowa 55 

City/Town: - Warsaw 

ZIP/Postal Code: - 02-321 

Country: - Poland 

2. How many years do you have to study architecture? 

6 

3. How many people study architecture at your school? (average, if you know 

the amounts for each year that would be great !) 

Total amount of architecture students: - 650 

1st year: - 160 

2nd year: - 150 

4. What kind of equipment is there for the students? (eg: plotters, 3D printer, 

lasercutter(s), foamcutter(s), model making room, … | again: if you know the 

amounts for each equipment that would be great !) 

computers only... 

5. What time is the atelier open for the students? 

No Response 

6. Is there professional help, something like a chief of the atelier? 

No 

Please specify - We have to make every model and computer things at home.  

And if someone (like me) don't live at his own home in Warsaw (I live in 

hostel;dorm) and he don't have his tools he is completly limited with everything he 

wanted to do. Sad but true. Welcome to Poland. 

7. How is the relation between you and the professor/'person who leads you 

through the design’: friend-friend, professor as a co-designer, person who tells 

you what's wrong in the idea,…? 

definitely he/she is the person who tells me what's wrong in the idea. 



 He/she is the one who KNOWS and I am the one who don't know.  

In my opinion it is absolutely unacceptable. The other thing is that every group has  

different leader who like, who teach completly different things. 

8. How frequently do you (have to) work on your design: several days a week/ 

once a week/ only the weeks before jury/...? 

In theory 7/7. Practicaly 3/7 

9. Is there collaboration with students from other schools or other studies? 

No 

10. What are the different options you can chose between at your school? (eg: 

architecture and urban planning, experimental architecture, theoretical 

architecture,…) 

It depends on 4th year. I'm on first so I don't know exactly how many. 

11. Do you (the students) have your own publication where you write critical 

comments on architecture and other subjects? 

No 

please specify - There is something called 'Arcytektura' but this is leading by elder 

students –  

5th, 6th year. And 1st - like me - can't say anything critical about architecture and 

our faculty. 

12. Do you (the students) publish work by students? 

No 

13. Is there an organisation/group of students that organises extra 

activities/lectures/... to educate themselves and their fellow architecture 

students (not only the organisation of parties, although it can be included)? 

Yes 

please specify - Very few. And they are often not for free. It's like 3ds or autocad 

extra lessons. 

14. Any ‘famous’ professors? 

Stefan Kuryłowicz 

15. Something you want to add yourself? 

when you asked me if we have plotters, laser cutters etc for use on our university I  

felt really really disappointed.. because I can't specify none of them.. 
 

1. Please enter the name and address of your school/university 

Name: - Warsaw University of Technology. Architecture 

Address: - ul. Koszykowa 55 

City/Town: - Warsaw 

ZIP/Postal Code: - 00-659 



Country: - Poland 

2. How many years do you have to study architecture? 

6. 4 years of Bachelor and 2 of Master 

3. How many people study architecture at your school? (average, if you know 

the amounts for each year that would be great !) 

Total amount of architecture students: - 700 

2nd year: - 150 

4. What kind of equipment is there for the students? (eg: plotters, 3D printer, 

lasercutter(s), foamcutter(s), model making room, … | again: if you know the 

amounts for each equipment that would be great !) 

a computer lab. a modelling room; basic equipment and there's a man who helps 

with some of  

the modelling 

5. What time is the atelier open for the students? 

from: - 09:00 AM 

to: - 04:00 PM 

6. Is there professional help, something like a chief of the atelier? 

Yes 

7. How is the relation between you and the professor/'person who leads you 

through the design’: friend-friend, professor as a co-designer, person who tells 

you what's wrong in the idea,…? 

person who tells us what is wrong with the idea, tells us what aspects must be 

taken into  

consideration, but who encourages us to come up with our own solutions 

8. How frequently do you (have to) work on your design: several days a week/ 

once a week/ only the weeks before jury/...? 

once or twice a week 

9. Is there collaboration with students from other schools or other studies? 

Yes 

which kind of schools/studies: - Erasmus University of Detroit Mercy 

10. What are the different options you can chose between at your school? (eg: 

architecture and urban planning, experimental architecture, theoretical 

architecture,…) 

i'm not really sure, i think we all finish school with a title of master engineer of 

architecture,  

although we choose in which direction we want to go on our diploma 

11. Do you (the students) have your own publication where you write critical 

comments on architecture and other subjects? 



Yes 

please specify - 'Arcytektura' magazine 

12. Do you (the students) publish work by students? 

Yes 

please specify - the most interesting projects are published in our magazine 

13. Is there an organisation/group of students that organises extra 

activities/lectures/... to educate themselves and their fellow architecture 

students (not only the organisation of parties, although it can be included)? 

No 

14. Any ‘famous’ professors? 

yes, they're famous in Poland: Kuryłowicz, Budzyński, Miłobędzki 

15. Something you want to add yourself? 

No Response 
 

1. Please enter the name and address of your school/university 

Name: - klaudia szymczewska 

Address: - ul.powsińska 72/4 

City/Town: - Warsaw 

ZIP/Postal Code: - 02-903 

Country: - Poland 

2. How many years do you have to study architecture? 

4 of engineering and 2 of master grade 

3. How many people study architecture at your school? (average, if you know 

the amounts for each year that would be great !) 

Total amount of architecture students: - about 850 

1st year: - 150 

2nd year: - 150 

3rd year: - 150 

4th year: - 150 

5th year: - 150 

more: - about 100 

4. What kind of equipment is there for the students? (eg: plotters, 3D printer, 

lasercutter(s), foamcutter(s), model making room, … | again: if you know the 

amounts for each equipment that would be great !) 

for now only a model making room (for about 20 people), internet in whole building, 

3d printer 

 (unfortunately not available for all), photoshoot sesion room and computer class 

(for about 30  



people) 

5. What time is the atelier open for the students? 

from: - 08:00 AM 

to: - 08:00 PM 

6. Is there professional help, something like a chief of the atelier? 

Yes 

Please specify - in every "equiped room" there is omeone to help you  

(speaking about a model making room and photoshoot sesion room) 

7. How is the relation between you and the professor/'person who leads you  

depends on the professor, but it's more like a professor and a co-designer, of 

course  

they tell us what's wrong withe the idea but we can not agree with them and talk 

about it 

8. How frequently do you (have to) work on your design: several days a week/ 

once a week/ only the weeks before jury/...? 

depends on time - at first something like once, twice a week, being nearer a 

handing - everyday 

9. Is there collaboration with students from other schools or other studies? 

No 

10. What are the different options you can chose between at your school? (eg: 

architecture and urban planning, experimental architecture, theoretical 

architecture,…) 

 

1. Please enter the name and address of your school/university 

Name: - faculty of the architecture, Warsaw school of ingeneering 

Address: - Koszykowa 55 

City/Town: - Warsaw 

ZIP/Postal Code: - 00-659 

Country: - Poland 

2. How many years do you have to study architecture? 

4 for licency and 2 more for MSc 

3. How many people study architecture at your school? (average, if you know 

the amounts for each year that would be great !) 

1st year: - about 160 

2nd year: - ? 

3rd year: - ? 

4th year: - ? 



5th year: - ? 

more: - ? 

4. What kind of equipment is there for the students? (eg: plotters, 3D printer, 

lasercutter(s), foamcutter(s), model making room, … | again: if you know the 

amounts for each equipment that would be great !) 

1 model making room 

5. What time is the atelier open for the students? 

from: - 07:00 AM 

to: - 09:00 PM 

6. Is there professional help, something like a chief of the atelier? 

Please specify - I am not sure but I guess there is not, or even if there is he is well 

hidden 

7. How is the relation between you and the professor/'person who leads you 

through the design’: friend-friend, professor as a co-designer, person who tells 

you what's wrong in the idea,…? 

I do not really know her, she has got assistants who have classes with us and they 

just tell us  

what is wrong with our projects or help us 

8. How frequently do you (have to) work on your design: several days a week/ 

once a week/ only the weeks before jury/...? 

several days a week 

9. Is there collaboration with students from other schools or other studies? 

Yes 

which kind of schools/studies: - with students from erasmus from Spain 

10. What are the different options you can chose between at your school? (eg: 

architecture and urban planning, experimental architecture, theoretical 

architecture,…) 

 


